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Today we installed the cvs server in the developing machine of 59.0.0.47 for future version 

maintenance and developing management. This document is the detail of the configuration and 

usage. 

Server Side 

In server side we configure CVS server. There are many ways to configure CVS server. 

cvs is used for generic users, however, to configure CVS server, we need the root privilege. 

 

(1) To check CVS has already installed in local machine. 

$ type cvs 

/usr/bin/cvs 

$ cvs –v 

Concurrent Versions System (CVS) 1.11.17 (client/server) 

 

(2) Now open file called /etc/services and add (or check) the following lines.  

Cvspserver 2401/tcp # CVS client/server operations  

cvspserver 2401/udp # CVS client/server operations  

 

(3) Open file called /etc/xinetd.d/cvspserver and add the following lines to that file.  

service cvspserver  

{  

Port = 2401  

socket_type = stream  

protocol = tcp  

wait = no  

user = root  

passenv =  

server = /opt/bin/cvs  

server_args = --allow-root=/home/cvs -f pserver  

env = HOME=/home/cvs  

log = /var/log/cvslog  

}  

Space on both sides of = in the above file is a must.  

 

(4) Restart xinetd services by running command: 

# service xinted restart 



 

(5) Check whether CVS is running on the port 2401 by using the following command: 

$ nmap localhost | grep 2401 

If the CVS server is running correctly it will give output as  

1/tcp open cvspserver 

 

(6) Add CVSROOT 

In /etc/profile, add: 

 export CVSROOT=/home/cvs 

That way, all users can get this env environment to access cvs server. 

 

(7) Create the actual repository by the command: 

# cvs -d /home/cvs init  

This will create /home/cvs/CVSROOT dir and relative configuration files inside. 

 

(8) Make sure the access privilege like this:  

drwxrwxr-x   4 root    root     4096 Nov 28 13:47 /hom/cvs 

drwxrwxr-x  3 root    root    4096 Nov 28 13:34 /home/cvs/CVSROOT 

 

It is quite important for the privilege setting to access the cvs deposit. 

 

(9) $ cd CVSROOT, add and edit a file name passwd: 

william: 

The user William will no password, if need password, use htpasswd to add. 

As many as users can be added into this file for the permission to access cvs deposit. 

 

(10)  Finally, an extra step is to check the available space for the cvs deposit by using 

df –k, to make sure there is enough space are available. 

Client Side 

In Linux 

First make sure the env variable are setting: 

$ env | grep CVSROOT 

/home/cvs 

 

With it, we can login to access the cvs service, 

$ cvs –f –d:pserver:william@localhost:/home/cvs login 

Or simpler: 

$ cvs login 

After that, we can use cvs any way, 

$ cvs import module, check out module, update, commit, delete, … 



In Windows 

First make sure we have installed the wincvs from http://www.wincvs.org/.  

Setup the CVSROOT as system or user environment variables. This will make the following 

easier. 

 

1. Open Wincvs window. Go to admin >> login, make sure the CVS root as this: 

:pserver;username=william;hostname=59.0.0.47;port=2401:/home/cvs 

Click OK, and get the information like this: 

cvs 

-d :pserver;username=william;hostname=59.0.0.47;port=2401:/home/cvs 

login  

Logging in to :pserver:william@59.0.0.47:2401:/home/cvs 

 

***** CVS exited normally with code 0 ***** 

 

Return code is 0, this means login is successfully. So we can import modules 

afterwards. 

 

2. Now it is time to create to new modules. In Wincvs client go to Create>>Import 

module. Select the folder from which you want to create the module. I select 

‘document_set’ project in my PC’s location. 

 

3. Then in import settings’ dialog box enter the module name as whatever you 

want. Mention vendor tag and release tag appropriately. You can also give log 

message that is associated with this module.  

 

4. Now any other client machine access the same modules  

 

5. To access the modules from other machines, open wincvs client in that machine. 

Repeat steps above.  

 

6. For convenient usage, set the CVSROOT as system or user environment in the 

PC. Like this: 

Control Panel -> System -> Advanced -> Environment Variables -> User Variables -> 

New: 

Variable name: CVSROOT 

Variable value: :pserver:william@59.0.0.47:/home/cvs 

 

Save the configuration and quit. 

That’s all for configuration. After that, we can use the CVS services 

Currently, the 2 projects, document set and document search, are all imported into the 

cvs deposit, and have the original version control. 

http://www.wincvs.org/


 

7. Check out: 

We can check out from the /home/cvs to local machine any time by using the 

following command in cvs client gui: 

cvs 

-d :pserver;username=william;password=;hostname=59.0.0.47;port=2401:/

home/cvs checkout -P -l -- project1 (in directory C:\cvs) 

cvs checkout: cwd=C:\cvs ,current=C:\cvs 

cvs checkout: Updating project1 

This way the project ‘project1’ are checked out into local pc from 

59.0.0.47:/home/cvs deposit. 

Reference Resource: 

 http://home.wanadoo.nl/cwdegier/cvs.html  

There is a very useful article focus on PAM security  

 http://www.network-theory.co.uk/docs/cvsmanual/Passwordauthenticationserver.html  

 

 

export CVSROOT=”:pserver:william@59.0.0.47:/home/cvs” 

cvs import -m "import from 59.0.0.117" test test v1_0 

cvs checkout test 

http://home.wanadoo.nl/cwdegier/cvs.html
http://www.network-theory.co.uk/docs/cvsmanual/Passwordauthenticationserver.html

